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Abstract: The author’s methods of factor analysis are set out, which make it possible to form an opinion about
changes in the financial position of an enterprise in a more affordable and less time-consuming way and to
assess the degree of factors influence on the changes of the investigated indicators in the economic system
and the trends of its change. A numerical material is showed, which is confirmed by traditional methods of
factor analysis. Besides, in the works of E.A. Filatov the following conclusions about the nature of
"indecomposable balance" are mathematically proved: the balance is not an error in the calculations (performed
by traditional methods) of factor indicators’ impact on the productive indicator; the balance does not refer to
the action of only qualitative factors; the balance does not refer to the action of only quantitative factors; the
balance is the result of the joint influence of all the factors involved in the calculations; the value of the balance
is strongly dependent on the change of each factor value involved in the calculations; positive and negative
value of the balance depends on the sequence of assessment of the impact of factors (without regarding to the
extensiveness or intensity of factors).

Key words: Factor analysis  Profitability  "indecomposable balance"  Comparative coefficients  The
effect of factor indicators change

INTRODUCTION factors   that    characterize    the    effect   of   intensity.

An important methodological issue in economic When used integral method the calculations are
analysis is examination and measurement of the impact of carried out on the basis of the basic (planned) values of
factors on the value of studied economic indicators. parameters and the error of the calculations

The main task of the author's methods of factor (indecomposable balance) is shared equally between the
analysis (Filatov’s  methods  [1-7]), as well as traditional factors in contrast to the method of chain substitutions,
is to  identify  the  factors  that determine the volume of where, as was discussed, most of the balance falls on the
the  industry  supply,  i.e.  the  total  change in the volume final quality factor [11, 12].
of  production  of  the  major factors that  make  it  up. The It follows that the traditional methods of determinate
main  purpose  of factor analysis is to obtain the key factor analysis have two major drawbacks:
(most informative) parameters that give an objective and
accurate picture of the changes in the volume of Based on the order of factors change, there is the
production. principle according to which, quantitative (extensive)

When using traditional  methods of factor factor changes first, then-quality (intensive) factor;
determinate analysis the number of problems arise, [8-10] When decomposing the effective indicator into
For example, when using the method of chain components, characterizing the separate impact of
substitutions the results largely depend on the sequence factors, determining the  change,  it is accompanied
of substitution of factors. There is a rule: the effect of by the formation of the so-called "decomposable
quantitative factors that characterize the effect of balance", which may be also called "the effect of the
extensiveness is evaluated first and then-of qualitative joint impact" of factor indicators.

All indecomposable balance lies on qualitative factors.
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The proof of solving the basic issues in the factor where: Rf-financial profitability; V-proceeds from the sale
determinate analysis is the following example of factor of goods, works, services; P / V (F )-sales profitability on
analysis of financial profitability. net profit; V / SA (F )-asset turnover (the impact of

Financial  profitability characterizes  the  efficiency of resources); SA-the value of assets; SA / SK (F )-the
investment of business owners, who provide resources to structure of the advanced capital.
an enterprise or reserve a part of unappropriated profit at Further,  the  author  transforms the well-known
its disposal. three-factor model in the four-factor model (3):

To determine the impact of factors on the dynamics
of the financial profitability (Rf) use the original formula (3)
for calculating the indicator (1):

(1)

where: P-net profit (profit after income tax, profit available where: P / C (F )-production  profitability  on net profit;
for  distribution), SK-the  average  cost  of equity capital. C-cost of goods, works, services; C / V (F )-costs of $ 1

Next,  take  the well-known three-factor  model  for per product; F -assets turnover (the impact of resources);
the analysis of financial profitability, that can be F -the advanced capital structure.
represented  by  the so-called Dupont formula, which  is The initial data for alternative factor analysis are
as follows (2): presented in Table 1.

(2) analysis will be the following (4):

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

In this case, the original formula for the factor

(4)

Table 1: The initial data for factor analysis

p/p Indicators initial factorno Plan* 0 Fact** I Deviation***

1 V-Revenue from sale of goods, works, services, thousand dollars 125000 132000 +7000
2 C-cost of goods, works, services, $ thousands 100000 98000 -2000
3 -net profit, $ thousands 10000 20000 +10000
4 SA-the value of assets, $ thousands 140000 144000 +4000
5 SÊ-the average cost of equity capital, $ thousands 84000 81000 -3000
6 Rf-financial profitability (3/5) 0,119047619 0,24691358 0,127865961
7 Production profitability on net profit (3/2) F 0,1 0,204081633 0,1040816331

8 Costs of $ 1 per product (2/1) F 0,8 0,742424242 -0,0575757582

9 Assets turnover (the impact of resources) (1/4) F 0,892857143 0,916666667 0,0238095243

10 The advanced capital structure (4/5) F 1,666666667 1,777777778 0,1111111114

where: * 0-last (base) period (year), taken as a base of comparison; ** I-reporting (current) period (year); *** ?-change for the period, calculated as the difference
between fact and plan (I-0).

Table 2: Multiple comparative coefficients on one factor

Designation of  comparative coefficient Coefficients calculation Value Coefficients product (value)

A1 F  / F 2,040816327 1,01(I) 1(0)

A2 F  / F 0,491(0) 1(I)

A3 F  / F 0,928030303 1,02(I) 2(0)

A4 F  / F 1,077551022(0) 2(I)

A5 F  / F 1,026666667 1,03(I) 3(0)

A6 F  / F 0,9740259743(0) 3(I)

A7 F  / F 1,066666667 1,04(I) 4(0)

A8 F  / F 0,93754(0) 4(I)
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Table 3: Multiplicative comparative coefficients on two factors

Designation of comparative coefficient Coefficients calculation Factor comultipliers Value

B1 (F  * F ) /  (F  * F ) A1*A3 1,8939393941(I) 2(I) 1(0) 2(0)

B2 (F  * F ) / (F  * F ) A6*A8 0,9131493513(0) 4(0) 3(I) 4(I)

Table 4: Multiplicative comparative coefficients on three factors

Designation of comparative coefficient Factors comparison Factor co-multipliers Value Coefficients product (value) 

C1 (F  * F  * F ) /1(I) 2(I) 3(I)

(F  * F  * F ) B1*A5 1,944444444 1,01(0) 2(0) 3(0)

C2 (F  * F  * F ) /1(0) 2(0) 3(0)

(F  * F  * F ) A2*A4*A6 0,5142857141(I) 2(I) 3(I)

C3 (F  * F  * F ) /1(I) 2(I) 4(I)

(F  * F  * F ) B1*A7 2,020202020 1,01(0) 2(0) 4(0)

C4 (F  * F  * F ) /1(0) 2(0) 4(0)

(F  * F  * F ) A2*A4*A8 0,4951(I) 2(I) 4(I)

C5 (F  * F  * F ) /1(I) 3(I) 4(I)

(F  * F  * F ) A1*A5*A7 2,234920635 1,01(0) 3(0) 4(0)

C6 (F  * F  * F ) /1(0) 3(0) 4(0)

(F  * F  * F ) B2*A2 0,4474431821(I) 3(I) 4(I)

C7 (F  * F  * F ) /2(I) 3(I) 4(I)

(F  * F  * F ) A3*A5*A7 1,016296296 1,02(0) 3(0) 4(0)

C8 (F  * F  * F ) /2(0) 3(0) 4(0)

(F  * F  * F ) B2*A4 0,9839650152(I) 3(I) 4(I)

Table 5: Methods no 1.1 and 1.2 of alternative factor analysis using comparative coefficients

formulas / calculations 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Formula no the main part of the formula correction coefficients

1.1 Rf (F ) = Rf *(A1)-Rf -1  0  0

Rf (F ) = 0,123906706 -1

1.2 Rf (F ) = (Rf *(A3)-Rf )* A12  0  0

Rf (F ) = -0,008567821 2,0408163272

1.3 Rf (F ) = (Rf *(A5)-Rf )* (A1*A3)  B13  0  0

Rf (F ) = 0,003174603 1,8939393943

1.4 Rf (F ) = (Rf *(A7)-Rf )* (A1*A3*A5)  C14  0  0

Rf (F ) = 0,007936508 1,9444444444

2.1 Rf (F ) = (Rf -Rf  * (A2))* (A8*A6*A4)  C81  I  I

Rf (F ) = 0,125925926 0,9839650151

2.2 Rf (F ) = (Rf -Rf  * (A4))* (A8*A6)  B22  I  I

Rf (F ) = -0,0191484 0,9131493512

2.3 Rf (F ) = (Rf -Rf  * (A6))* A83  I  I

Rf (F ) = 0,00641334 0,93753

2.4 Rf (F ) = Rf -Rf  * (A8) -4  I  I

Rf (F ) = 0,015432099 -4

The auxiliary data on comparative coefficients for the Method no 1.1 (formulas 1.1-1.4 in table 5) based on
factor analysis are presented in Tables no 2, 3, 4. the difference between the effective planned indicators,

Ten author’s (alternative) methods of factor which   are   corrected   on   comparative  coefficients (A1,
determinate analysis (formulas 1.1-10.4) are presented in B1, C1).
tables nono 5-9. Method  no  1.2  (formulas  2.1-2.4  in  table  5) is

Methods 1.1 and 1.2, 2.1 and 2.2, 3.1 and 3.2, 4.1 and based on the difference between effective actual
4.2, 5.1 and 5.2, basing on the effect of correction indicators, which   are    corrected   on  comparative
coefficients, are mirrored to each other. coefficients (C8, B2, A8).
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Table 6: Methods no 2.1 and 2.2 of alternative factor analysis using comparative coefficients

formulas / calculations
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Formula no the main part of the formula correction coefficients

3.1 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf -1 1 1(0)  0

Rf (F ) = 0,123906706 -1

3.2 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf * A12 2 2(0) 0

Rf (F ) = -0,008567821 2,0408163272

3.3 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf * (A1*A3)  B13 3 3(0)  0

Rf (F ) = 0,003174603 1,8939393943

3.4 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf * (A1*A3*A5)  C14 4 4(0) 0

Rf (F ) = 0,007936508 1,9444444444

4.1 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf * (A8*A6*A4)  C81 1 1(I)  I

Rf (F ) = 0,125925926 0,9839650151

4.2 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf * (A8*A6)  B22 2 2(I)  I

Rf (F ) = -0,0191484 0,9131493512

4.3 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf * A83 3 3(I)  I

Rf (F ) = 0,00641334 0,93753

4.4 Rf (F ) = ( F  / F ) * Rf -4 4 4(I)  I

Rf (F ) = 0,015432099 -4

Table 7: Methods no 3.1 and 3.2 of alternative factor analysis using comparative coefficients

formulas / calculations
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

formula no the main part of the formula correction coefficients

5.1 Rf (F ) = Rf *(C8)-Rf -1  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,123906706 -1

5.2 Rf (F ) = (Rf *(C6)-Rf )* A12  I  0

Rf (F ) = -0,008567821 2,0408163272

5.3 Rf (F ) = (Rf *(C4)-Rf )* (A1*A3)  B13  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,003174603 1,8939393943

5.4 Rf (F ) = (Rf *(C2)-Rf )* (A1*A3*A5)  C14  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,007936508 1,9444444444

6.1 Rf (F ) = (Rf -Rf *(C7))* (A8*A6*A4)  C81  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,125925926 0,9839650151

6.2 Rf (F ) = (Rf -Rf *(C5))* (A8*A6)  B22  I  0

Rf (F ) = -0,0191484 0,9131493512

6.3 Rf (F ) = (Rf -Rf *(C3))* A83  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,00641334 0,93753

6.4 Rf (F ) = Rf -Rf *(C1) -4  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,015432099 -4

Method no 2.1 (formulas 3.1-3.4 in table 6) is based Method no 3.1 (formulas 5.1-5.4 in table 7) is based
on the ratio of the initial factor deflection to the initial on the difference between effective actual indicators and
planned factor multiplied by the planned effective planned indicators, which are corrected on comparative
indicator, which is corrected on comparative coefficients coefficients (A1, B1, C1).
(A1, B1, C1). Method no 3.2 (formulas 6.1-6.4 in table 7) is based

Method no 2.2 (formulas 4.1-4.4 in table 6) is based on the difference between effective actual indicators and
on the ratio of the initial factor deflection to the initial planned indicators, which are corrected on comparative
actual factor multiplied by the actual effective indicator, coefficients (C8, B2, A8).
which   is    corrected    on   comparative  coefficients  (C8, Method no 4.1 (formulas 7.1-7.4 in table 8) is based
B2, A8). on  the  ratio  of  the   effective   factor   deflection   to  the
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Table 8: Methods no 4.1 and 4.2 of alternative factor analysis using comparative coefficients

formulas / calculations
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

formula no the main part of the formula correction coefficients

7.1 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *A1) -1  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,123906706 -1

7.2 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *A3))* A12  I  0

Rf (F ) = -0,008567821 2,0408163272

7.3 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *A5))* (A1*A3)  B13  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,003174603 1,8939393943

7.4 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *A7))* (A1*A3*A5)  C14  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,007936508 1,9444444444

8.1 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf  *A2)-Rf )* (A8*A6*A4)  C81  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,125925926 0,9839650151

8.2 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf  *A4)-Rf )* (A8*A6)  B22  I  0

Rf (F ) = -0,0191484 0,9131493512

8.3 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf  *A6)-Rf )* A83  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,00641334 0,93753

8.4 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf  *A8)-Rf )* -4  I  0

Rf (F ) = 0,015432099 -4

Table 9: Methods no 5.1 and 5.2 of alternative factor analysis using comparative coefficients

formulas / calculations
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

formula no the main part of the formula correction coefficients

9.1 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *C8)) -1  I  I

Rf (F ) = 0,123906706 -1

9.2 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *C6))* A12  I  I

Rf (F ) = -0,008567821 2,0408163272

9.3 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *C4))* (A1*A3)  B13  I  I

Rf (F ) = 0,003174603 1,8939393943

9.4 Rf (F ) = Rf-(Rf -(Rf *C2))* (A1*A3*A5)  C14  I  I

Rf (F ) = 0,007936508 1,9444444444

10.1 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf *C7)-Rf )* (A8*A6*A4)  C81  0  0

Rf (F ) = 0,125925926 0,9839650151

10.2 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf *C5)-Rf )* (A8*A6)  B22  0  0

Rf (F ) = -0,0191484 0,9131493512

10.3 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf *C3)-Rf )* A83  0  0

Rf (F ) = 0,00641334 0,93753

10.4 Rf (F ) = Rf-((Rf *C1)-Rf ) -4  0  0

Rf (F ) = 0,015432099 -4

difference  between  effective actual indicators and to the difference between actual effective indicators,
planned indicators, which are corrected on comparative which   are   corrected    on    comparative   coefficients
coefficients (A1, B1, C1). (A1, B1, C1).

Method no 4.2 (formulas 8.1-8.4 in table 8) is based Method no 5.2 (formulas 10.1-10.4 in table 9) is based
on the ratio of the effective factor deflection to the on the ratio of the effective factor deflection to the
difference between  effective  actual indicators and difference between planned effective indicators, which are
planned indicators, which are corrected on comparative corrected on comparative coefficients (C8, B2, A8).
coefficients (C8, B2, A8). The result on methods 1.1, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1 is

Method  no  5.1  (formulas  9.1-9.4  in  table  9) is presented in table no 10, the result on methods 1.2, 2.2,
based  on  the  ratio  of  the  effective   factor  deflection 3.2, 4.2, 5.2 is presented in table no 11.
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Table 10: The result on methods 1.1, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

correction coefficients

p/p the main part of the formula ------------------------------------------------------------- the result

1 Rf (F ) = 0,123906706 - 0,1239067061

2 Rf (F ) = -0,008567821 2,040816327 A1 -0,0174853492

3 Rf (F ) = 0,003174603 1,893939394 A1*A3 0,0060125063

4 Rf (F ) = 0,007936508 1,944444444 A1*A3*A5 0,0154320994

 0,126449996 0,127865961

Table 11: The result on methods 1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2, 5.2

correction coefficients

p/p the main part of the formula ------------------------------------------------------------ the result

1 Rf (F ) = 0,125925926 0,983965015 A8*A6*A4 0,1239067061

2 Rf (F ) = -0,0191484 0,913149351 A8*A6 -0,0174853492

3 Rf (F ) = 0,00641334 0,9375 A8 0,0060125063

4 Rf (F ) = 0,015432099 - 0,0154320994

 0,128622964 0,127865961

Table 12: ECFI on methods 1.1, 2.1, 3.1, 4.1, 5.1

formulas / calculations

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Indicator Rf (FCOn) (1-Kn) the result

rf (FK1) 0,000

Rf (FK2) -0,008567821 -1,040816327 0,008917528

Rf (FK3) 0,003174603 -0,893939394 -0,002837903

Rf (FK4) 0,007936508 -0,944444444 -0,007495591

-0,001415966

Table 13: ECFI on methods 1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2, 5.2

formulas / calculations

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Indicator Rf (FCOn) (1-Kn) the result

rf (FK1) 0,125925926 0,016034985 0,002019220

Rf (FK2) -0,0191484 0,086850649 -0,001663051

Rf (FK3) 0,00641334 0,0625 0,000400834

Rf (FK4) 0,000

0,000757003

Perhaps the most difficult item in practical analysis on Rf (FKn) = ?Rf (FCOn) * (1-Kn) (5)
Filatov’s methods was to introduce comparative
coefficients.  The  aim  of  the  author’  research  was on  where:
the basis of proposed comparative coefficients to form rf (FKn)-influence of the effect of changing of factor
new methods of factor determinate analysis, which indicators (ECFI) on the change of the effective indicator;
estimated its results in a more authentic and reasonable rf  (FCOn)-influence  of the corresponding  factor
way. on change the effective indicator according to the basic

Proceeding from the above mentioned author’s part of the author's method formula;
methods, let us calculate how the effect of changing of
factor indicators (correction coefficients) influences the K-correction coefficient;
change of the effective indicator (formula 5). n-corresponding factor number.
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